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Abstract:

To understand the fuelling process in a fusion device by a compact toroid (CT) plasmoid injection method, we have carried out

MHD numerical simulations where a spheromak-like CT (SCT) is injected into a magnetized target plasma region. So far, we

revealed that the penetration depth of the SCT plasma becomes shorter than that estimated from the conducting sphere (CS)

model, because in the simulation the Lorentz force of the target magnetic field sequentially decelerates the injected SCT while in

the CS model only the magnetic pressure force acts as the deceleration mechanism. In this study, we represent the new theoretical

model where the injected SCT is decelerated by both the magnetic pressure force and the magnetic tension force (we call it the

non-slipping sphere (NS) model) and investigate in detail the deceleration mechanism of the SCT by comparison with simulation

results. As a result, it is found that the decrease of the SCT kinetic energy in the simulation coincides with that in the NS model

more than in the CS model. It means that not only the magnetic pressure force but also the magnetic tension force acts as the

deceleration mechanism of the SCT. Furthermore, it is revealed that magnetic reconnection between the SCT magnetic field and

the target magnetic field plays a role to relax the SCT deceleration.
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1. Introduction

In recent year, the compact toroid (CT) plasmoid injection has been considered as one of the advanced methods for deep

fueling in a fusion reactor. This method is expected to supply the high density plasma deeply, since the injection velocity of fuel

by this scheme is much faster than that by any of the other schemes. So far, the CT injection method has been discussed in

relation to several experimental [1-7] and theoretical [8-11] studies. Since 1997, in Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, the

CT injection experiment into JFT-2M tokamak has been carried out in cooperation with Himeji Institute of Technology [12-14],

Also in National Institute for Fusion Science, the CT injection experiment into LHD has been planning [15], Although these

studies have shown the possibility of fuelling by this method, the CT dynamics in the fuelling process as well as the penetration

depth of the CT has not been well understood. To reveal this, we have carried out MHD numerical simulations where a

spheromak-like CT (SCT) is injected into a magnetized target plasma region [16-20].

In our previous paper [19,20], it is revealed that 1) the magnetic configuration of the injected SCT is disrupted by magnetic

reconnection between the SCT magnetic field and the target magnetic field, which leads to supply of the SCT high density

plasma, 2) the penetration depth of the SCT plasma into the target region becomes shorter than that estimated from the

conducting sphere (CS) model, because the Lorentz force of the target magnetic field sequentially decelerates the SCT while in

the CS model only the magnetic pressure force decelerates it. In this study, we represent the new theoretical model where the

injected SCT is decelerated by both the magnetic pressure force and the magnetic tension force and investigate in detail the

deceleration mechanism of the injected SCT by comparison with simulation results.
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2. Theoretical model

So far, the CS model has been widely employed to estimate the penetration depth of the injected CT [2,5,13]. This model

indicates that the CT, for which an incompressible, perfectly conducting sphere is substituted, penetrates with slipping the target

magnetic field, that is, the CT can penetrate until its initial kinetic energy is exceeded by the magnetic energy required to exclude

the magnetic field from its volume:

— f -pV2dv = -—[ —B2dv (l)
dtJcJ 2 dt &T 2fi0

where p, V and B are the CT density, the CT velocity and the strength of the target magnetic field at the point where the CT is

penetrating, respectively. Taking V - V^ B = 0 for the initial condition and V = 0, B = B^ for the final condition when the CT

stops, we can lead

l T r i l ^ 9

« i \j i \j i *•* target ^ i * '

where v^ is the CT volume. Thus, the CT can penetrate until the pint where the strength of the target magnetic field is

.(3)

Furthermore, taking a j-axis for the injection direction, we can lead the equation of motion from eq. (I) as follows:

~L~ pVl-dv = L -———B'dv (4)

f V, — pV.dv=\ -V,——B2dv (5)
JCT " d t - JCT - ^ 7 O i l

dt

dz / 0

where F is the CT acceleration force. Therefore, in this model only the magnetic pressure force acts as the deceleration

mechanism of the CT. However, the CT actually has the finite resistivity, which could inhibit the CT from slipping the target

magnetic field. It is confirmed from the simulation with the finite resistivty that the injected SCT does not slip the target magnetic

field but bent it with the SCT penetration. In addition, it is revealed that the Lorentz force of the target magnetic field sequentially

decelerates the SCT through the penetration process. The Lorentz force consists of the magnetic pressure force and the magnetic

tension force:

JxB = -V • (7)

Therefore, the magnetic tension force could also decelerate the SCT. If we approximate the bent target magnetic field with a

cosine function, the z component of the magnetic tension force is lead as follows:

- + - E 2^_ (8)
\R) 2

dy Bx 2R [R
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Figi The schematic diagram of the bent target magnetic field.
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(11)

where LXT, L? and R are the half size of the SCT, the SCT penetration depth and the radius of a target region, respectively (Fig. 1).

The equation of motion for the SCT is given by adding the term (11) to eq. (6):

a a B2 B2K2(L+LSCJ)
— pV. =F-— V p , SCT/ . ( 1 2 )
a r • dz 2/i0 2^QR2

Neglecting the convection term, we call it the non-slipping (NS) model. Thus, we respectively represent

CS model:

dV, d B2

p F
dt dz 2jU0

NS model:

dV2 ^ r d B2

9 dt dz2Mo

(13)

2/J0R
2

where the magnetic pressure force and the magnetic tension force are averaged over the SCT volume. Futhermore, from the

simulation result, we approximate the decrease of the SCT density with

(15)

(Fig. 2: approximate line), where p°" and v* are the initial SCT density and the initial SCT volume, respectively. The SCT

penetration depth is determined by solving simultaneously

dt
= V_ (16)

In addition, each model in the following section is calculated based on the case with null target magentic field (Bt i = 0).
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3. Comparison with simulation results

Figure 3 shows the SCT penetration depth given by the NS model, the CS model and the simulation with <B^> = 0.46 and

BL^= 0.1 [19,20]. It can be seen that the SCT penetration depth in the NS model well coincides with that in the simulation while

it in the CS model is longer. It means that the magnetic tension force effectively acts as the deceleration mechanism of the SCT.

However, the SCT penetration depth in the NS model is a little shorter than that in the simulation with time. Figure 4 shows the

time evolution of the SCT kinetic energy both in the NS model and the simulation by subtracting them from the null target

magnetic field case. It can be seen that the SCT kinetic energy in the NS model well coincides with that in the simulation until

about 30 TA. After that, however, the SCT kinetic energy in the NS model continues to decrease while it in the simulation begins

to increase. It means that in the SCT penetration process the deceleration force is a little relaxed by some mechanism.

4. Effect of magnetic reconnection

As indicated in § 1, it is observed that magnetic reconnection between the SCT magnetic field and the target magnetic field

takes place, which leads to supply of the SCT high density plasma in the target region [19,20]. Magnetic reconnection could also

relax the SCT deceleration, since it can dynamically change the topology of the magnetic field. Thus, to examine the effect of

magnetic reconnection, we carried out the simulation in which the bare piasmoid, that is, the SCT with null magnetic field is

injected ( B ^ = 0). All parameters except the SCT magnetic field in this case are the same as those in the previous paper [ 19,20].
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Figure 5 shows the spatial structure of the high density plasma (dark region) and target magnetic field lines at t = 0 and 30 xA. It

is found that the high density plasma penetrates into the target region as shown in the SCT injection [19,20]. Since the initial

pressure profile is spatially constant and the heat conductive time is longer than the Alfven time, the diffusion of the high density

plasma is not so different from that in the SCT injection (Fig. 2). In addition, it is obvious that such a magnetic reconnection as

observed in the SCT injection does not occur. In figure 4, the time evolution of the bare plasmoid kinetic energy is also shown. It

is found that this time evolution coincides with that in the NS model more than that of the SCT kinetic energy does. These results

mean that magnetic reconnection between the SCT magnetic field and the target magnetic field relaxes the SCT deceleration.

Magnetic reconnection could give the SCT penetration the same effect as the slipping indicated in the CS model, since it takes

place between the SCT magnetic field and the bent target magnetic field. Therefore, it is considered that the relaxation of the

magnetic tension force by magnetic reconnection causes that of the SCT deceleration.

5. Dependence on the target magnetic field strength

Figure 6 shows the SCT penetration depth in the case with Bav = 0.3. It is found that in this case also the SCT penetration

depth in the CS model is longer than that in the simulation. On the other hand, it in the NS model becomes shorter. In figure 4, the

time evolution of the SCT kinetic energy in this case is also shown. The difference of the SCT kinetic energy between the NS

model and the simulation is larger when the target magnetic field is stronger, which causes the larger difference of the SCT

penetration depth between them. We have not yet examined the dependence of the time scale when the relaxation is triggered as

well as how long it continues on the strength of the target magnetic field. It would be reported in a future work.

6. Summary

We investigate the deceleration mechanism of the SCT injected into the magnetized target plasma region. It is revealed that in

the SCT penetration process both the magnetic pressure force and the magnetic tension force effectively decelerate the SCT. In

addition, it is found that magnetic reconnection between the SCT magnetic field and the target magnetic field relaxes the SCT

deceleration. However the dependence of the time scale when the relaxation is triggered as well as how long it continues on the

strength of the target magnetic field has not been examined yet. Furthermore, in the current simulation the target magnetic field is

fixed on the boundary wall, which would cause the over estimate of the magnetic tension force. These would be reported in a

future work.
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Abstract

The theory of nonlinear waves for plasmas has been applied to the analysis of the density wave theory

of galaxies which are many-body systems of gravity. A nonlinear Schrodinger equation has been derived

by applying the reductive perturbation method on the fluid equations that describe the behavior of

infinitesimally thin disk galaxies. Their spiral arms are characterized by a soliton and explained as a

pattern of a propagating nonlinear density wave.

Keywords: density wave, galaxy, nonlinear wave, soliton, reductive pertubation method, nonlinear Schrodinger

equation.

1 Introduction

A galaxy is a many-body system composed of stars interacting with each other through a long range force,

gravity[1]. There are a lot of common characteristics between the physics of galaxies and plasmas, which are

systems of charged particles interacting through the Lorentz force. Macroscopic description of these systems

can be casted in a fluid model including internal forces which bring about collective behavior such as waves

or instabilities^, 2].

The spiral of a galaxy has been explained by the density wave theory[1, 3, 4] as a pattern of a rotating

density wave on a disk. This theory resolves the winding, i.e. the spiral arms must be would up far beyond

the observed structure in normal ages of galaxies if we assume a simple rotational deformation ansatz[l].

Lin and Shu[3] treated galaxies as compressible fluids and showed that the linearized fluid equations for an

infinitesimally thin disk galaxy have a spiral wave solution that is proportional to exp(u>t — m9 + A/(r)),

where LJ is the frequency of the wave, m is the azimuthal wave number (which is also the number of arms

of the galaxy), A is, a constant (A 3> 1), f{r) is the phase factor of the wave in the radial direction (Fig. 1).

They obtained the dispersion relation

where e is the sign of f'(r), Q(r) is the angular frequency of the rotation of the disk, no(r) is the equilibrium

surface mass density, G is the gravitational constant, and K is the epicyclic frequency defined by

The physical meaning of the epicyclic frequency is explained as follows: Orbits of stars in a galaxy are usually

not exact circles and always have a certain amount of randomness. If one of the perturbed orbits is observed

on a framework rotating with the mean angular velocity around the center of the galaxy, it is known to be
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Figure 1: An example of curves on which the phase of exp(u>t — m6 + A/(r)) is constant. This curves are

explained as the arms of the galaxy in the linear density wave theory.

a small circle[l]. The frequency of such small cyclic motions that originate from randomness is called the

epicyclic frequency.

In this report, we extend Lin and Shu's analysis to the nonlinear regime and characterize the spiral

structure as an asymptotic soliton-like nonlinear wave. Using the reductive perturbation theory[5], we

derive a nonlinear equation for the envelope wave, which resembles a Schrodinger equation.

Within the framework of linear approximation, the pattern of galaxies is still undetermined, because any

linear combination of spiral waves solves the linear equations. A specific structure stems from the nonlinear

effect that yields coupling among linear modes and selects a special pattern which can sustain for a long

term.

2 Nonlinear Density Wave Theory and Soliton Structure

We consider a galaxy whose mass density is concentrated on an infinitesimally thin disk. The set of the fluid

equations (the mass conservation, the momentum equations, and Poisson's equation) reads, in the cylindrical

polar coordinates (r,9,z).

(4)

(5)

(6)

du du v du d<t>
_ i _ ~ , _ i _

dt dr r 89 r <9r'
dv dv v dv uv 1 d(f>

~di+U~d~i:+r~dd + ~ = r~d§'

dz2

where n is the surface mass density, u and v are the r-component and the ^-component of the fluid velocity,

respectively, and 4> is the negative of the gravitational potential. Mean fields are given by n = no(r), u = 0,

v = ri}(r) > 0. Here we normalize r and z by the mean wave length of the carrier wave in the radial direction

2TTR/\, where R is the radial size of the galaxy and A 3> 1 is a dimensionless constant, t by the period of the

carrier wave 2TT/LJ, n by no(0), u and v by the phase velocity LJR/\, <f> by ui2R2/A2, and G by w2/?/2rio(0)A.

Using a small parameter e, we transform the independent variables (r, 9, z) into stretched variables (£, T?, T)

as

Z = e(r-Vt),
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V = eH, (7)

where I is a constant. The partial derivatives translates as

d _ d

dd~ Or,'

at a£ or

We expand the dependent variables around their mean values as

oo oo

n = 1 / = — oo

oo oo

1 / = — oo

oo oo

(10)

(11)
n = l / = —oo

where, we assume, n\T , u\ , and y; vary much slower than exp {il(u>t — mO + A/(r))}. The reality

conditions on physical quantities demand

(12)

v(n)*=v{n)t (14)

where asterisks (*) denote the complex conjugate.

We approximate the potential gradient as

oo oo

_ . . . , . sn \^ Re \2in,, exn\il(u>t — mO + A/(r))l , (15)
dr *-~' t—1 I J

n = l /=1

— — 0, (16)

which means that the phases of dcf>/dr and n '" ' are shifted by n/2. Equations (15) and (16) are in principle

the same as Eq. (11) of Ref. [3], where the phase shift is given by the complex expression dfyjdr <x m'n*.

Note that the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.(15) is equivalent to the zeroth-order gravitational field.

Substituting Eqs.(7)-(16) into the fluid equations (3)-(5) gives

o o o o o o

'=-oon=ln' = l

= 0, (17)
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exp
/
i/u; -

r)
-

oo oo oo

oo oo oo

n = l

oo

Ge53£l

7 1 = 1

exp {iliu.

ooa 5 3 R e
/ = i

it — mO

(18)

2 ° °

n — \ n = l000000

E E Ee"+B'«!-!
= - o o n = l n' = l

oo oo oo

/'=-oo n=l n'= 1

= 0,

Here we used a relation

VT \ VT

(19)

l '

Because the coefficients in Eqs (17)-(19) are slow functions of t, r, and 6 in comparison with the "carrier"
exp {il(u)t — mO + A/(r))}, we can assume that each Fourier component is linearly independent, and hence,
Eqs.(17)-(19) demand vanishing of every Fourier coefficients separately.

Now we separate terms in Eqs. (17)-(19) into each order of e. The coefficients of the order of e1 read
(see Appendix)

ilum\l) +il\f'(r)nou\l) - i /mftnj" =0 ,

- 2Qv\1] = 2mGen\l]'sgn /,

\X)IILOV\X) + -j:u\l) ~ Um<nv\X) = 0,

(21)

(22)

(23)

for each Fourier component /. Equations (21)-(23) immediately yield the linear dispersion relation Eq. (1)
and

(l\ (l\ (24)

where

UJ — mil

(25)

( 2 6 )

Note that we have assumed
ui = vi ~ ni =

for / ^ ±1, which means that the "carrier wave" is sinusoidal.

( 2 8 )
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The coefficients of e2 in Eqs.(17)-(19) yield relations

| 2 )

(1 )

il(Lj-m.il)n\*' -V il\f'(r) i r = °>

du U)
2Qv{{2)

for each /. Substituting Eqs. (24)-(28) and 1=2 into Eqs. (29)-(31) gives

u(2) _ b ^(1)2

J2) _,-/, JM2

where

(2 ) , ( 1 ) 2

n2 = 63n\ ,

(-K2 + 47rGeA/'(7>0)
4TrGe\f'{r)n0] '

- K2 + 4irGe\f'(r)nQ] '

no [4(LJ — 7TJ.JJ)' — K + 4irGeXf'(r)noj

Similarly substituting Eqs. (24)-(28) and 1=1 into Eqs. (29) and (31) yield

(w - mil) iXf'(r)n0 0
-2niGe i(u - mil) -2il

20
0 - rnfl) ..(2)

(V + nop)
dn\( i )

-pV
dn\( i )

—iqXr
dn[l)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

Since the determinant of the matrix in Eq. (38) is zero due to Eqs. (21)-(23), there are no solutions to Eq.

(38) unless

V = ̂ ^ 4 . (39)

Equation (39) determines the group velocity of the nonlinear wave. It might seem a contradiction that the

right-hand side of Eq. (39) is a function of r, while V is a constant. However, Eq. (39) is locally justified

by the fact that the mean fields are slow functions of r.

Under the condition (39), solutions to Eq. (38) cannot be determined uniformly, because the determinant

of the matrix in the left-hand side is zero. Hence we assume

Equations (38) and (40) yield

n<2) = 0.

1 d r (D] w -mil ( 2)

(2) 1
LJ — mfl

i n dn\( i )
(2)

(40)

(41)

(42)
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Furthermore, we substitute / = 0 into Eqs. (30) and (31) and use Eqs.(12) and (24)-(28). Then the

following equations are obtained:

v{2) -
u0 —

2 p ( - > 2

n0

= 0.

The coefficients of e3 in Eqs.(17)-(19) read

U(LJ - ilmfynf - \

= 0,

rdni
{2)

dr Vi

( 1 )
1

ae
Jl)

(43)

(44)

(45)

^^'-^i

= o,

for each /. Substituting / = 0 into Eq.(45) and using Eqs.(12) and (24) give

2^

' =0.

Substituting Eq. (43) into Eq. (48) gives

which can be immediately integrated as

(2)

..(!) 1 aJi)

dr]

where ij}(ri, r) is an arbitrary function of t] and r . Here we assume -0 = 0 to obtain

n<2> = 0.

For 1=1, Eqs. (45)-(47) yield

i(w - mfljn1/1 + lA/'^Jnou1! ' + ffi = 0,

)^'!3' - 2ilv[3) - 2iriGen[3) + g2 = 0,
2

)v[3) + ^u[3) +g3=0,

where

91 = -

a 2) ^ (1

on, an
r/ 1 | 1

, ( ' )

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)
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Under the condition given by Eq.(l), Eqs. (52)-(54) are not independent with respect to n\ , u\ , and v\ .

Equation (54) times 2iQ/(u> — mfi) minus Eq. (52) times 2nGf/(ui — mJJ) becomes

i(w - mn)u|3 ) - 2fiU<1
3) - 2*iG«rn(

1
3) + 2 ' " g 3 ~ 2 ^ g l = 0, (58)

u> — mil

where the dispersion relation Eq.(l) has been used. Comparing Eqs. (53) and (58), we obtain

(w - mn)32 = -2irGegi + 2ittg3. (59)

Finally, we substitute Eqs. (24)-(28), (32)-(34), (40)-(44), (51), and (55)-(57) into Eq. (59) and assume that

Pi 1i /'( r)> ^> a n ( i no vary much slower than n\ . Then, we obtain

n) n - U ,

where

1
0 + V2A/'(r)

7TGen2
0Xf'(r){mq

(w —

(60)

l '

(p2)

3(^ - m(i)K
•3 ~ ~[^ + 2(u;-mnf}nl- (63)

Taking the limit of r —» oo, Eq. (60) reduces into the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, which describes

envelope solitons[6]. We thus see that the spiral structure of galaxies approaches to a soliton-like state.

Note that exp {il(u>t — mO + A/(r))} does not express an observable wave pattern any longer. In other

words, the variable m is not a number of arms of a galaxy any longer (which used to be in the linear theory

by Lin and Shu[3]). Instead, exp{il(ujt — md + Xf(r))} expresses the carrier of the nonlinear wave here.

3 Numerical solutions

Although Eq. (60) reduces into the nonlinear Schrodinger equation in the limit of r —> oo, no exact solutions

to Eq. (60) have been found for d2 ̂  0. In this section, we study the solutions for finite r numerically.

If d2 = 0, the analytic solution to Eq. (60) is well-known to be

for did3 > 0 or

= Atanh exp

(64)

(65)

for did.3 < 0, where A, Vx, ̂ 0, and £i are arbitrary constants. The constant A determines the amplitude

and the width of the soliton, Vi (and V) determine(s) the group velocity, and £o and (^ determine the initial

positions of the soliton and the carrier wave, respectively. Equations (64) and (65) correspond to the bright

and dark solitons, respectively.

Figure 2(a) shows an analytic solution for d2 = 0 given by Eq. (64). Here d\ — d% — 1, A = 2, Vi = —10,

£o = 6, £i = 2.76, and the initial time r0 = 1. We can see that an envelope soliton propagates in the

^-direction without change of its shape. On the other hand, Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) show numerical solutions to

Eq. (60) for d2 = 1. The initial time r0 = 0.5 in Fig. 2(b) and r0 = 0.1 in Fig. 2(c). The initial positions

of the soliton and the carrier wave in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) are the same as Fig. 2(a). We can see from these

figures that the amplitude of the solitary waves decreases as it propagates in the ̂ -direction. This result is

quite natural, because the wave propagating in the ̂ -direction, which corresponds to the radial direction,

decreases its energy density (the 1/T term in Eq. (60) comes from the 1/r terms in Eqs. (3)-(5)).

no
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T0 = 0.25.
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TO = 0 . 1 .

= 1, A = 2,

- 2.76, and

Figure 2: (a) An analytic solution for d2 = 0 given by Eq. (64) and (b),(c) numerical solutions for d.2 = 1.

Here To = 0.25 in Fig. (b) and r0 = 0.1 in Fig. (c). The initial position of the wave is the same as Fig. (a).

We can see that the amplitude decreases as the solitary wave propagates in ̂ -direction when d2 = 1.

4 Concluding remarks

We have derived a nonlinear Schrodinger-type equation that describes a spiral structure of a galaxy. As well-

known to plasma physics, the Langmuir wave, which is a density wave propagating on electrons, can generate

an envelope soliton that is described by a nonlinear Schrodinger equation. A galaxy is a gravitational many-

body system, while a plasma is an electromagnetic many-body system, which, in the electrostatic limit, obeys

the same set of equations. Hence, the fact that the galactic density wave has a soliton-like structure can be

naturally deduced. A unique feature of the present formalism is that a thin-disk geometry is considered and

the soliton-like structure of a gravitational medium is obtained.

Galaxies resemble plasmas in that their components interact with each other through a long range force

produced by the particles themselves. In particular, single-species non-neutral plasmas such as pure electron

plasmas are quite similar to galaxies except that electrons are repulsive while stars are attractive. Because of

this nature of galaxies and non-neutral plasmas, they exhibit similar collective phenomena such as vortices[7].

The behavior of single-species non-neutral plasmas is often analyzed under the assumption that they

have an infinite length in the axial direction, while galaxies are often assumed to have a zero thickness.

The advantage of the infinite-length analysis is that the Poisson's equation becomes two-dimensional, which

makes our problem completely two-dimensional. Then the analysis is greatly simplified. It is meaningful to

analyze the behavior of galaxies in such a way because of its simplicity. Such an analysis is to be published
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elsewhere.
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Appendix

We show that the following two equations are equivalent:

oo oo

exp(iltp) (Xl " + UYl ) + / Re 2i.Z; exp(z/y>) = 0 (V(/J), (66)

X\n) +ilYl
{n) +iZln)sgn I = 0 (V/), (67)

where X\ , Yt , and Z\ arc complex constants or slowly varying functions of ip that satisfy the reality

condition

Afl)*=Ali», (68)

Y<n)'=Yy, (69)

Z[n)* = Z™. (70)

Equation (66) can be written as

l = ~oo

oo

- E [24n ) c o s(^) + 2Z'rn) sin(/v)] = 0, (71)

where subscripts r and i denote the real part and imaginary part, respectively. The second term of the

left-hand side of Eq. (71) vanishes because of the reality condition Eqs. (68)-(70). Then Eq. (71) becomes

oo

E [ \ '*" /i i\ j V H / J

Thus,

A(
(
r
n) - lYJf-] - Z^] = 0, (73)

A j j i '^ ;r ' -^/r = "> ('•*)

for each / > 0. Equations (73) and (74) are identical to

X^ + ilYt
(n) + iZ{

t
n) = 0 ( / > 0 ) . (75)

Taking complex conjugate on Eq. (75) gives

A'i."' - HY['^ - iZ^ = 0 (/ > 0)

X\n) + ilY{n) - iZ\n) ( / < 0 ) . (76)

Equations (75) and (76) are written as

Xln) +ilYl
{n) +iZln) sgn 1 = 0 (V/). (77)
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